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Mixed Emotions
The uncertainty of corona still looms over the near future of live bridge. With more than half the year
left of 2020, it is doubtful whether we will be able to see each other before the year ends.
Which means we are very happy we can meet online. Though we sit in each our home, we feel a
connection playing with and against each other PRE-BULLETIN
- a human contact we all hunger for.

THE ALT
The first edition of the Alt Mixed Teams was an entertaining show with thrilling bridge and amusing
interaction between the players.
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14.30 EDT/20.30 CET
Red Sea - Donner
Pepsi - Edmonds
Tiramisu - Parker
Meltzer - Koeppel

Welcome to the 2nd
Alt Mixed Teams
Once again the Alt Mixed Teams has
attracted a world class field. We could not
welcome all interested teams as the field
is limited to eight. Here are the chosen
ones:
Among the familiar names we have the
finalists from the first edition, Meltzer and
Pepsi, and their teams are unchanged.
My personal favourites, Tiramisu, are
back with Joanna Zochowska as a new,
but very familiar name, partnering Cedric
Lorenzini. Joanna is one of the few French
who dares doubling anybody she likes
(perhaps because of her Polish origins).
Of course our love birds are back, and we
cannot wait to see how they will communicate this time (Irene: "What the h... are
you doing?!" Thomas: "Pas de probleme,
ma petite tradition ♥")

by Christina Lund Madsen

Team Parker has adopted half of team
Ferm and replaced Bas Drijver with Dennis
Bilde (all women's secret dream).
When Zach Grossack heard his brother
Adam was on a mixed team, he immediately tried to steal a player from his brother's team. We mention no names, but it
rhymes with Tennis.
Finally we welcome our two rookie-teams.
First up we have Team Edmonds. The main
criteria for being on that team is your
first name has to begin with a J. However
John Kranyak was not available, so
Justyna Zmuda had to settle with Michal
Klukowski and Sandra Rimstedt got in by
saying that in Swedish, Sandra is spelled
with a J.

Lastly, we have a debutant team from the
Red Sea, which is right between Israel and
Poland. Several married couples through
Team Donner has reinforced his team with more than 40 years wish to test their
the Swedish World Champion from Wuhan bonds of marriage, and what event better
2019 (pre-corona) Jessica Larsson, who
for this than the Alt Mixed teams?
plays with Geir Helgemo, a famous player
in Norway some years back.
Welcome to all, play fair and well.
Team Koeppel are back, and they have
been shopping at the transfer market. The
team is up from 5 to 8 players, including
the ever rising star Tom Paske with legendary Sally Brock. Peter Jepsen is a Danish
recent ex-junior and the most handsome
man in the world (fear not, we will find an
excuse to bring a picture of him in one of
the bulletins #sexisminbridge).
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Link to results

Alt Mixed Results
Link to previous Alts & bulletins

Bulletins

Teams / Players / Nicknames
Red Sea
David Birman
davidb
Daniela Birman
danniella
Lilo Poplilov 		
lilop
Matilda Poplilov
tida
Cathy Baldysz
cathmark
Przemek Janiszewski Janisz1979
Igor Grzejdziak
IgorG
Sabina Grzejdziak
SabinaG

Koeppel
Anam Tebha 		
anamtebha
Joe Grue 		
joegrue
Signe Buus Thomsen Thomsen
Zach Grossack
germs345
Lynne Koeppel
lgkoeppel
Thomas Paske
Thomas1000
Sally Brock 		
Saralindaj
Peter Jepsen 		
P_Jepsen

Meltzer
Benedict Cronier
Catherine D’Ovidio
Marc Bompis		
Michel Abecassis
Nick Demirev 		
Rose Meltzer 		
Sylvie Willard

patapon2
emotion
Bompis
mik22
ndemirev
rcm
whywhy

Edmonds
Jodi Edmonds
Joel Wooldridge
Judi Radin 		
Sandra Rimstedt
John Hurd 		
Justyna Zmuda
Michal Klukowski

jodewagon
firechief
Judi R
Sandria
johnhurd
juustyna
skrzat96

Tiramisu
Thomas Bessis
Irene Baroni 		
Cedric Lorenzini
Hilda Setton
Pierre Franceschetti
Joanna Zochowska

malpaluche
princi
pierced
explumber
gewd
poetka

Donner
Geir Helgemo
Cecilia Rimstedt
Marion Michielsen
Per-Ola Cullin
Jessica Larsson
Gary Donner 		

micelle45
Cillar
Lady007
pocken
jela79
Gdonnersc1

Pepsi
Andrei Gromov
Anna Gulevich
Danuta Kazmucha
Dominic Filipowicz
Jacek Pszczola
May Sakr		

Agromov017
Katt
dana_5
consus88
pikolo
mayyou

Parker
Adam Grossack
Christina L. Madsen
Christina Parker
Dennis Bilde 		
Meike Wortel
Simon de Wijs
Stewart Rubenstein

nevereast
christinas
Cmp56
Ballebo-jr
meikever
sm1
Stewr

How to kibitz the Alt Mixed teams on BBO
Even if the Alt Mixed Teams is not broadcasted via the BBO Vugraph, you can still kibitz any team you
like. You simply search for your favourite player’s nickname and join his or her table.
If you wish to watch the players whenever they are online, you search for your chosen one (fx Cecilia
Rimstedt "Cillar", click on the name and choose ’follow’ instead of neutral. Any time you see her online,
you can click on her and take a seat at her table (assuming the tournament allows it).
See you on BBO!
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Final Highlights

by Christina Lund Madsen

The final of the first Alt Mixed Teams was
a close affair with plenty of slams, most of
them pushes in a well-played match.

Gulevich with her maximum hand
without fit thought she might as well go
down or make 3NT as 3♣, so she went for
the vulnerable game.
Pepsi won the first segment 40-10, and
West led the ♥4 to his partner's queen,
though Meltzer won the last 2 segments to won by the king. South played the ♠Q,
close the gap, Pepsi won by 13 IMPs at
ducked. Now she played clubs, and when
the end, this board from the last segment
the suit broke 3-3, she could endplay West
helping.
on the ♠K at the end to score one of her
red kings. +630 for Pepsi.
Board 2. W / NS

♠
♥
♦
♣

K53
A974
AJ8
652

♠
♥
♦
♣

A94
6
KT9
AKQ973
N
W

E
S

♠
♥
♦
♣

QJ86
KJ82
7532
8

NORTH

EAST

SOUTH

Sakr

Abecassis

Pepsi

B. Cronier

Pass

Pass

—
1♣
♠
♥
♦
♣

T72
QT53
Q64
JT4

WEST

NORTH

EAST

SOUTH

Bompis

Gromov

Willard

Gulevich

Pass

Pass

—

WEST

1♣

Dble*

Pass

1♦

Pass
All Pass

3♣*

Pass

3NT

2♣

All Pass

Polish and short club-openings mean that
many pairs today play (1♣) 2♣ as natural
and (1♣) 2♦ as both majors.
Cronier - Abecassis knew their agreements, but not surprisingly stranded in 2♣
for +110 and a loss of 11 IMPs.

Dble of 1C showed the same as GromovGulevich's 1♣-opening, Polish club, so
either 12-14 balanced or any 16+ hand.
1♦ was also system on showing 0-7, and
3♣ was clubs, 16+ and non-forcing.

Michel Abecassis is also a
world class poker player.
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Love or Hate Playing Bridge Online?
We want to hear your views
How has your life as a bridge player changed and what challenges do you face?
Please share your lockdown experiences of bridge by
emailing bamsa@stir.ac.uk
One off accounts or weekly/monthly diary entries
are welcomed by players of all ages from all countries - pros, teachers, club owners or service providers.
It doesn’t have to take long and will be of use for
understanding the short-term and longer term
impacts of the current situation for the bridge
community.
For more info see:
https://keepbridgealive.bridgecloud.com/about/
bridge-in-the-time-of-covid-19

”I’m busier now than I’ve ever
been in the real world.”
- Alex Hydes

THE NEW ONLINE
MAGAZINE
FOR BRIDGE
ADDICTS
WHAT'S NEXT?
The second issue of BeBRIDGE is a blockbuster, with feature length
articles on the impact of COVID-19 and the affinity between Chess
and Bridge. We take a trip to the island of Madeira, home of one of the
great bridge Festivals, and enjoy the latest monastic tale from the
master story-teller, David Bird. Alain Lévy shows you how to improve
your opening leads and Philippe Cronier starts a new series.

WANT TO SUBSCRIBE?
It couldn't be simpler, go on:

https://us.lebridgeur.com
You can also subscribe by phone at +33 (0)1 42 96 87 34
or by email at abonnement@lebridgeur.com
Once you subscribe to BeBRIDGE, you will be able to access and download
your magazine anytime on your computer and tablet.

How to kibitz the Alt Mixed teams on BBO
As in the previous editions of the Alt Invitational, we expect thousands of spectators on BBO. Even
though the Alt is not broadcasted via the BBO Vugraph, you can still watch any of your favourites.
You simply search for your favorite player’s nickname and join his or her table.
If you wish to watch the players whenever they are online, you search for your chosen one (fx Bas Drijver ’BasDr’, click on the name and choose ’follow’ instead of neutral. Any time you see ham online, you
can click on him and take a seat at his table (assuming the tournament allows it). See you on BBO!

www.bid72.com / info@bid72.com

big 5
These are the 5 pillars of bid72, the premium app on bridge bidding.
Download bid72 from the App Store or Google Play and you are good to go.

1. Random hands www.bid72.com/random-boards/
✔ unilimited number of interesting boards, with and without competitive bidding
✔ ranking and rating
✔ fit for any system at any level
3 weeks free trial (no strings attached)
1 month USD 3.49 / 12 months USD 28.99

2. Topic boards www.bid72.com/topics/
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

a set of Topic boards is dedicated to a specific piece of bridge theory
each set contains appr. 100 boards ready to bid in-app
3 levels of themes: starter/club/expert
popular themes: Jacoby Transfers, Check-Back Stayman, Gazzilli
sheets with preferred methods designed by the world’s best players and teachers
1 Topic costs 100 Bid Points
1oo Bid Points USD 1.99/ 500 Bid Points USD 6.99/ 1000 Bid Points USD 12.99

3. Bidding contests www.bid72.com/bidding-contest/
✔ for bridgeclubs and communities
✔ each month 8 new boards in-app
✔ results and handrecords
free service for users with a bid72 account (even in trial)

4. Create your own boards www.bid72.com/create-and-upload-your-own-boards/
✔ create and upload your own boards to bid72
✔ for players, teachers and coaches to practice themed boards with partners and classes
check the link above for (low) costs

5. Basic education www.bid72.com/teachers/
✔
✔
✔
✔

sets of practice boards for starters
relevant powerpoints presentations
feedback to teachers
teachers follow their own rithm and plan
free service for students with bid72 account (even in trial)
discount for teachers on their bid72 account

